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Washtronics Limited 

Phone: 	 204-775-8126 
Fax: 	 204-783-1597 

Export Contact: 	Mr. Michael Hoffer, President 

Marketing Profile 

Washtronics has been active in the. fleet vehicle cleaning industry for over 30 years, having completed 
several hundred installations throughout both North and South America. These have included 
automated wash systems for transit buses, commodity transportation vehicles and light rail trains, a 
series of interior cleaning systems, blast dryers as well as water reclamation systems. 

The integrity, durability and reliability of their systems is renowned, in fact a recent independent 
survey of over 1500 fleet maintenance operations indicated that Washtronics is rated #1 in customer 
satisfaction. 

They are proud of this distinction, and through their persistence in the development of advanced 
technologies and innovative customer support programs they shall continue to purvey products and 
services of the highest calibre. Towards this end, several research projects have been initiated in 
response to the challenges facing the industry as they approach the twenty-first century. These include 
the development of highly advanced control systems which will monitor equipment conditions and 
efficiency, environmentally conscious systems which reduce enerà requirements and improve the 
recovery of waste-water, a proprietary line of biodegradable chemicals and detergents which are both 
efficient and considerate to their environment and finally a comprehensive customer support program 
providing life long support. 

All of the aforementioned products are available for export, and Washtronics would be pleased to 
provide every assistance in your forthcoming project. Their primary language is English and they are 
finictional in French and German, though they will make every effort to communicate in your 
preferred language. 

Products/Services Available for Export: 

Automated Wash Systems 	 Water Reclamation Systems 
Blast Dryers 
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